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A case against using traditional ortho,;rap'.1y (T.0.)
as a learning medium and in favol of using the Initial T:Jaching
Alphabet (i.t.a.) is presented. The following points were noted: (1)

Most children are taught to read as we and our ancestors befo':e us
were by an alphabet which is at least 1,000 years oll and took its
form from the convenience and expediency of the writer rather than
consideration for tLe learner. (2) We persist in using an out-of-date
medium for learning because of man's innate conservatism and distrust
of anything new. (2) Since many educational authorities accept the
fact that i.t.a. cannot harm the child's ability to road eventually
in T.O., it is not necessary to delay the use of an alphabet
especially designed to make it easier for children to loa--n to read.
(4) Even children with an inadequate linguistic background can learn
to read in i.t.a. and thus add the benefit of print to tne benefit of
speech in develcping their ability to uaderstand and learn the
English language. (5) Since the transition from i.t.a. to 1.0. is
made without difficulty, it is not necessary to review cur present
alphabet. It is only as a learning alphabet that it proves to be
inadequate and detrimental to so many children in the initial stages
of reading. Tables are included. (DH)
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How many characters to learn?

It is a mistake to suppose that there are more characters to be learned
in an alphabet designed for easier learning than there are in our traditional
orthography (T.O.).

Our traditional alphabet has not 26 but 66 characters, as follows:--

A a a 3

B b -Cr 3
C 1

D d 2

E e S 3

F f 3' is 4
G g g 3

H h ft 3

I 1 3 J 4

J i 3 1 f 5

K ft 2

L 1 X 2 4
Mm 2

cif 39 Total 66

bit' 39
N n 2

0 1

P it 2

Q q.2 3
K r a 3

S ,4 2
T t D 3

U 1

V 'II 2

W ,tty 2

X x 2
Y y 2

Z 2

Additionally our traditional orthography employs digraphs (e.g. th)
here the initial teaching alphabet (i.t.a.) employs a single tit. If such

characters are counted against the total of i.t.a. characters, then th: cor-
responding digr 1phs of T.O. ought equally to be counted: and such di-
graphs arc rcry common in our traditional orthography. Not only th, but
also ch, sh, uh, etc.. also al, ay, au, etc., etc. Not only th and al, in the and
paid, but also 114, th, etc., Al, M, al and oi, etc. I hete can be no gart
saying that the learner of i.t.a. has $try many fewer characters to learn
and of course only one value need be learned for each of those very
many =ether characters.
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AS DIFFICULT AS ABC
The case against the traditional orthography as a

learning medium

You and I may be proud of ourselves. We learned to read! We must
rnniiindent be be:ausc atht noty.-Ithstandir. a

most difficult medium!
If we had considered the matter at all we would have realized that

we were using that medium only because our teacher had been made to
use it when he or she was a child, and his or her teacher had used it
because his or her teacher had used it, and his or her ... way back for
400, 500, even 600 years. One and all, at an age too early to consider
what was happening, we were made to accept that mediaeval medium
without question or even thought, as the best--and indeed as the only
possible medium from which reading could be learned,

My purpose is therefore to show ',,ow old (and how difficult) a learn-
ing medium has been perpetuated- -and without thought or c\en
questionand how explicable have been, now are, and will continue
to be, the frustrations and the tears which accompany the learning of
reading for the great majority of childrenand the failures of so many
others!

How old is our traditional orthography? Plates 1 and 2 will show you
that -

1. Our upper-case alphabet is Roman and at least 2,000 years old;
2. Our lower-case alphabet is Romani and at least 1,000 years old;
3. Our mixture of both in the current convention is Roman and at

least 1,000 years old.

Plate 3 (being in English and not Latin) will show you that the
printing of English (and earlier its writing) has followed almost exactly
that form of writing and printing which the mediaeval English scribes
were already employing when writing or printing Latin. Such transfer
of the alphabet of Latin to English seemed natural, even though it was
fraught with future dangers of chaotic confusion for all who sought to
learn to read.

The two alphabets we now use and the enormous Variety in spelling
our language with them are thus at least 1,000 years old, and were the
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accident of their times, in which the habituated reader and writer
substituted his own convenience for that of the learner, and in which
expediency excluded thought and design altogether.

We know now that an alphabet specially designed can be very much
easier to learn than has been our present haphazard learning tool-
that "Easy as ABC" is indeed an attainable idealand so is "Reading
without Tears," We know also that such an alphabet can be designed
to depart so little from our present orthography, that anyone who knows
English at all well :s able to make the transition to our present alphabets
and spelling in a simple process.

Thousands of learners have proved this ease of transition from i.t.a.
to our traditional orthography (T.0.): hundreds and hundreds have
pr:,-,cd the case of transition the other way too, basing already come
to school with some knowledge of reading in T.O. indmi, adults
fiend it very (csy tut rad i.t.a. ccven with nu: introducilion
tot the twenty nuc earacters or the sound values ow the nuc
caracters.

Why then do we persist with an out-of-date learning medium? There
are many reasons, all of them connected with man's innate conservatism
and his distrust of anything new. We tend to forget huw the first
automobiles were not only mistrusted but loathed by the vast majority.
We forget that surgeons resisted, many for up to fifty years, the life-
saving discovery, by Joseph Lister, of the means of preventing so many
deaths from post-operational gangrene. They went, without even
washing their hands, from dressing the septic wound of the patients
of earlier operations to perform operations on the new n;ake.

Is it not an abuse of our power as adults, and unfair to young child-
ren, to refuse such educational progress? Was it fair to the patient on
the operating table to have stubbornly continued in the practices of the
Middle Ages, and, in preferring ancient igr:orance, to have rejected
knowledge discovered with the progress of science? Do we not owe it
to the six million English-speaking small children who every year reach
the age of going to school, to make school as easy, as happy, and as
successful an experience as possible?

Of course if there were any possible danger of harm, a further period
of caution and delay would be justifiable. But meanwhile all those who
have studied the facts, and in particular those in authority such as the
Minister of Education and Science, and Directors of Fducatbn of
Local Education Authorities in Britain, not to mention also State and
local School Superintendents in America, have already become con-
vinced that children can conic to no possible harm; and that all those
who know English at all well in its spoken form mill 1 arn to read and
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Plate 1. The Trajan Column in Rome (Al).. 113)

Note that the upper-case characters of this Latin inscription differ, if at all,
only insignificantly from those upper-case characters used in children's test.
books to -day. These characters arc more than 2.000 years old, dating hack much
earlier that A.D. 113. Note that the language is not Fnglish.



to write in T.O. more successfully than in the pastthat is to say more
quickly, more certainly and more happily at schooland with other
advantages too.

Those children with an inadequate linguistic background and who
consequently make the transitionif at allvery slowly, are those who
would fail anyhow. It is not sufficient to enable them to "read."
Thanks to i.t,a. they have been enabled to master the mechanics of
reading, but they no more than appear to be reading. Simi! irly in the
auditory field they have mastered the mechanics of listenin e. whilst they
are giving no more than the appearance of effectively listening. In both
cases such subnormally linguistic children are understanding neither
what they horn- nor .'hat they read. Their knowledge of what words
to expect next in any particular context is insufficient to enalde them

iluentiy even in i.t.a. because their understanding of the language
is too little. Thus their linguistic ability is even more inadequate for
the difficult task when they arc faced with the far greater difficulties of
T.O., which have thus been deliberately deferred until later : indeed, in
the much more difficult traditional medium they find it very hard to
detect the correct word and concept for what appears to them to say
only onky (once) where they have been happily successful in reading
wtms. After all, lack of rationality and of prior knowledge at one time
prevented us from reading the words Marjoribanks and Chohnondeley
correctly, and it is hardly surprising that children of poor linguistic
ability should find comparably misleading--because irrational -print
forms hard to read, when there is no help from the context either.
However, grantee such "backward" child's ability even to read at
all (thanks to this very much easier medium), and given the teacher's
willingness to forgo a rremature effort to "do the transition," the child
may have the benefit of print added to the benefit of speech, in a fruitful
combination, for developing his ability to understand messages and so
to learn the English language. Thus the child may make good much
of that earlier deprivation of opportunity, or at least of success in
learning, in those earlier days when he was expected to learn, and was
failing to learn, only one form of language.

How long do you, who were successful, believe it will take us in this
twentieth century to accept and act upon the progress of modern
discovery? How long will the alphabet and spellings, which even the
printer William Caxton did not institute but of necessity inherited in
1477, survive as the main and sole medium for learning? For the sake
of six million children a year let it be 50 months and not 50 years!
Might your decision, your influence, your advocacy not Kip me (and
also help many of those leading educationists who have already
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Mare 2. The opening page of the Epistle to the lichresNs.
Written by Alcuin of York: early ninth century

(lInc(i)p(it) Ep(isto)la ad Ilebracos]

Note both that the language is not English and that this esample adds the later
lower -case characters to the earlier upper-case characters, and moreover com-
bines the No in our present convention. Note the opening upper-case characters
in the two sentences in the third line from the bottom "Ad filhor otatrm).
Thronia furr5d(Orfor}[for ever and cer)." It is only in the abbreviations (which
are an overlimi kind of shorthand) and in the use of the long ess that these
ancient characters, both upper-case and !Omer-cast, differ at all sigrificintly
from those in a child's book of to-day,
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accepted its inevitability) to hasten the day when T.O. will be
abandoned as the initial medium for learning?

Since, then, the issue is the elimination of the ancient medium as a
learning tool, "If it were done when 'tis done, then 'twere well it were
done quickly."

NOTE
So easy is the learner's transition from i.t.a. to Caxton's alphabet
and spelling that there is no Case for replacing Caxton's alphabet as a
using alphabet. It is only as a learning alphabet that its anachronisms
are so damaging. For instance, the child has no difficulty in transferring
from the to t It e. Moreover, even the contrast between [mull and Jball
does not prevent hint from accepting ball in T.O. (the same four final
characters) for those two differing speech sounds.

After all, a Chinese has no difficulty in reading or writing when
once he has learnedthereby proving that the bend: of the greatest of
all man's inventions, the alphabet, lies in the superiority (for easier
learning) of alphabetic writing over pietwe writing. That being so, it
is only in the earliest stages of learning that the anachronisms of the
English alphabet exert their harmful influence, and accordingly need to
be eliminated.
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Plate 3. The lOicims New Testament (A.D. 1582)

Note that this is English not Latin, and that the upper-cast and lower ease
alphabets, and the mixtures of them in the old cons crition, hay( been taken user
from Latin to tngiish. Note too the inference that scholars a nd scribes, who
were used to writing Latin in the mixture of two Lat. alphabets (which were
alphabetically adequate for that language) and who needed increasingly to write
in English, continued use the Latin alphabets without fresh thought and to
improvise spellings for the nose! words of English to the Ophaloctk needs
of which the roman alphabet was not adequate.



Plate 4. Fifty words at random, being the words printed as
column headings to the first five pages of the Book of Genesis

in the (King James) Authorized Bible (A.D. 1611)

(See further caption on facing page)

The creation of the world.

The creation ofman. The firaSabbath.

Mariage maimed. The fall ofrnan.

The promi fed feed. Abel murthcred.

The gen ealogic °Idle Patriarc

Methuielah, Noahs A rice.

Noah entreth into the A rke.

The A rke relleth. Noah facrificah.

TheRainbow. Noahsgeneranons,

The firfINIonarch. Babel budded.
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These printed forms have been photographically -,,:odueed from an original
copy in the British Museum.

Note the weed creation. A writer habituated to writing Latin, and above all a
printer furnished with type for the printing of Latin, faced a tricky problem in
alphabeticizing a sound present in English but absent in Latin, Without a
character to write or with a type to "set," improvisation became incvi:able.
Thus arose the use of tee both for the sound of shalt in creation, and also for
the sound of rah in at.

But why did thin mintcrindeed all earlier printers too, from Tyndale in
1534 here choose the Roman tee to represent this English sound? Because,
of course, to do so was second nature to those who had written and printed
Latin, in which the related word was creation, not only so spelled but also so
pronounced in Latin. But it did not stop there. Later the oceans were created.
(Note, incidentally, the we alphabetically used in the related word envied.)
Again in that word oceau there arose the need to improvise for the English
sound: again the writer and printer went hack to the Latin form r which, in
i.t.a , is called a kee. Later the words passion. machine and conscience called yet
again for pinrovisati.an, and once more the deriVation from Latin determined
yet different characterizations (i.e. as, ch and aril for that common English
sound which is most typically represented in other words by al, (e.g. bishop:
but bewaremishap).

There are to-day eleven spellings in which the chara',ters ace, (Oh, we. C35, day
or eks are used either alone or in c.mthination with other characters to repre-
sent that sound.

Equally there wan no unambiguous character for the English sound aim in
erection. Here again :he fact that the Latin happened to have been creatus
determined the use of that character in creation.

Notice the use of that same character also in man, Sabbath, mariage,, fall and
Patriarch. Elsewhere will be found the same character employeaor a seventh
and yet an eighth sound in was and an).

A variety of spellings for the same sound is fortunately more tolerable than
this variety in sound for the same spelling. Whilst the child finds it particularly
difficult to attribute eight different sound values to the character a (just as we
should find it most difficult to zItribute even two different numerical values to the
figure 6), he finds it more tolerable to learn several spellings for same sound.
But even so, the variety of different spellings for the sante sound which
incidentally gives rise to the different sound values for the same spellingis too
great to be easy for the child,

Meanwhile it is worth repeating that the character at (a) was used 400 -500
years ago not only in I. creation, 2. roan, 3. Sabbath, 4. mariage, 5. fall,
6. Patriarch, but also in 7. any and 8. oar, moreover that this character had,
even asiong ago as all that, its three forms A, a and a.

Thus arose the fact that more than 2,000 different spellings are used where a
mere 40, or even less, would have sufficed. If only at that time of the transition
from the writing of Latin to the writing of English, maximum simplicity in
learning had been considered--or even desired! If thought had only been taken
then, millions of young children in the twentieth century could have been saved
from failure and illiteracy. In default, it tics with youand me to give a new
deal to the millions of the future.

It is to be noted that mariage is spelled marriage later: similarly murder is later so
spelled. In other seventeenth century Bibles grnealog) and ark are so spelled. The
selection of one s,Kiling from a satiety, sometimes even in the same terse, and the
Beeping to only that one, was a later development. By MIL however, sirtually all our
present-day spellings %ere already habitual.

9
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Plate 5. The developing course of spelling in the six earliest
New Testaments in English for what is now a single common

vowel sound

Wycliffe
1380

Tyndale
1534

Cranmer
1539

Geneva
1557

Rheims
1582

Authorized
1611

a ( ) creacion ereacyon creacion creatie 1 creation

a-c take take
toke

take take take take

ai kith faith
faithe
faith

faith Nth
fa>ctll
faith

fa th
faith

faith

ai-c reyned rayned ray ned ray ned rained rained

aigh ( ) strayght
stroght

strayght
strays

strayght straight straight

a-ue plague pLige plage plague
plage

plague plague

ay day
dai

days daye day day day

aye preicdc
preyed
preicd

prayed prayed prayed prayed
praicd

prayed

ea grete
greet

great
grew

great
grease

great great great

e-e there there there there there there

ey veil vole We vale kele vane

eig-e regned rayned raigned raigned reigned reigned

eigh ( ) wayght kkayght waight weight weight

ey thei they they they they they

eye obeischid
obcicd

obeyed obeyed obeyed obcied obeyed

The development of a part of the English socabulary and of its spellings in
respect of one of the forty sounds of English is set out here. They are taken
from Bibles ranging from the MS. Bible of Wycliffe of 1380 to the printed Bible
of King James I in 1611. It will be noted that the words creation, straight and
sir4hr (the two last being of Middle English origin) were apparently not in
Wycliffe's vocabulary. Later (Plate 6) it will be shown esen more convincingly
(esen if it is not already suffx:ently clear) that our present -day spellings were
forged during a period 500 -600 years ago, and that they base -mained itthally
unchanged ever since from the form in which thcy emerged, and in which the
world's best seller (The Authorized Bible) not only popularized them but
inkestcd them with the apparent sanctity of Holy Writ.

1 I/
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Plate 6. The spellings of the 50 commonest words, as found
in the six earliest New Testaments

the note to this plate see page 12

Wycliffe
13S0

Tyndale
1534

Cranmer
1539

Geneva
1557

Rheims
1S2

Authorized
1611

the the the the the the the
of of of of of of of

'and and and and and and and
to to to to to to to

*a d a a a a a

*in in in in in in in
*it it it it it it it

that that that that that that that
1 I I I I 1 I

is is is is it IS

for for for for for for for
be be be be be be he
was was 55 as was N as N aS was;

)0U you' )OU you )OU )011 )OU
as as as as as as as

with with with wyth with with with
he he he he he he he
have hate iliae bate have hate hate

*on on on on on on on
by hi by by by by by

'710i not riot not not not not
sat at at at at at at
this this this this this this this
are (ben) are are arc a re are
we NC NC NC 11C %5C Ne

his his his his his his his
'hut but but but but but but
they I hei they they they they they
all :Me all all all al all

'w ill woh: will st ill is il st il N ill

'or Or or or Or or Or
which which. which which which st hich which

*from fro from from from from from
'had hadde had had had had had
(has

one

has

oon

has

one

has

one

has

one

has

one

has),

one
our oar pure our our our our

*an an on in a ml an an
been hen here here here been been
my

there

my
there

o,,
there

Ill)
there

114

there

my

there

rn)

there
no no /1t1 no no no no
their hir t here their Thor their their
were weren were were were were were
so SO so so so SO SO

*hint hy rn him hint him him him
sour 'pure )ours )pure your your your
can lon can can can can can
would %old(' wolde IA olde would would would

'if if if )f if if if

'Alphabetically spelt.
'Wycliffe used the Old English form of y.IThc form used was "bath" not "has".
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Aote it) Pia/0 6 en Page 11
(cont.)

These very common words happen to be all of Middle English, and not cf
Latin, origin. Thirty-three of these words (those not marked with art asterisk)
are not alphabetic: anyone seeking to read them is inevitably misled or thwarted,
were he to interpret the characters as carrying their normal values (as in the
seventeen remaining words). If the 100 commonest words be examined, the
percentage of misleading words increases from 66 per cent to 77 per cent.

The conclusion to he drawn is that, even for those words which are of the

greatest possible importance for success in the earliest stages of learning to read,
the medium used by children of the twentieth century is still to-day that of a
select few adolescents and adults of the sixteenth: and that its suitability (if any)
for the purpose, and its aptness (if any) to the principles of pedagogy, were the

accident of history and not the result of careful design.

Plate 7. The ten words of greatest relative frequency: in total
occurring more than once in every four words in continuous

English'

Invariably
in i t. 2.

THE The the ..th. JAE afti, 6 the

OF of :ol. 3 ov

AND And and and & 5 and

TO to kr 3 tco

A a a 3 a

IN In in 31. !./.1 5 in

THAT That That that that -that Mit 7 that

IT It it 3,t A 4: 6 it

IS is 44 9s 13 ,Ys .71.... ... ... .... .....
7 is

I I Y
3 k
48 10

This table of the ten commonest words shows the extent to which variation in
pattern reduces the potential o, Look-and-Say learning by reducing the
opportunities for repetition and by substituting confusion for reinforcement.
This explains how it came about that the Look-andSay method of teaching,
sshkh is potentially most valuable, is frustratedso largely and so unnecessarily I

'Relative Frequency of English Speech Sounds. Godfrey Dewey. liars ard University Press.
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Plate 8.

y.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The six values attached to but one letter (with inciden-
tally its three differing characters A, a, a)

an a).

canyon any
en

many

fan swan
on

pant want

Janet Jane
platen plate

pallid pall aul

ilalma palm GM

The extent to vihich the misuse of characters in more than one value is evident
is here shown (cf. the use of the characters o n e in combination in hone, done,
guru.% one). This abuse of the alphabetic principle reduces the potential of phonic
learningin fact destroys its dependability and undermines the confidence of
the learner.

i.t.a. FOUNDATION COURSES

All of the Foundation's courses are based on the most upto-date material
axailable. They are constantly surxeyed and raised in the light of the best
classroom practice and latest research findings. They are conducted by experi-
enced menibers of the Foundation's Panel of LeCturers. Full details can be
obtained from:

The General Secretary.
i.t.a. Foundation,

154 Southampton Roy..
London, W.CI.

(I) Teachers' Workshops
The Foundation's xxorkshops programme, lasting 6) hours, is adequate for

preparing teachers ssho mish to use i.t.a. either in infant or remedial settings.
The course can be run in one full day, at a xxeckend or oser sacral cscnings.
It is suitable for a maximum of 60 teachers.

12) Teachers' Seminars

The Foundation recommends that teachers using i.t.a. should meet three
limes in their first year to compare their programmes and to discuss the most
suitable methods and materials for use in the classroom. The Foundation can
arrange for an experienced member of its Panel of lecturers to attend such
meetings as chairman or adsiser.
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The Initial Teaching Alphabet Foundation
154 Southampton Row. London, W.C.I

'h.1. 837 1 609

Council it .1firmigemeen:

The RI. Iton. 1)r. I borace King. M.P. IMr. SNalser): Hon. Proidcrit
Sir Janes Pitman. K.11.1.: Chairme,
Shaun Ilo\kling
The Rt. Hon. Viscount Eccles,
Paul Strang
John Jitney, T.D.. MI'.

rev \Vilson. C.I3.

6i rrrr, .SI't It la, (i. I allor ari

The i.t.a. Foundation ssss set up to de\ clop i.t.a. throughout the
world. 1 he i.t.a. Foundation is a non-profit corporation and is
independent of all commercial interests. The Foundation provides a
variety of services to Local Authorities and teachers. Among these
are

I. The provision of general lectures on i,t.a.
2. Workshop courses for teachers.
3. A number of pamphlets and leaflets on i.t.a.
4. The i.t.a. Journal,
5. Film "The Forty Sounds of English."
6. A correspondence course on i.t.a.
7. An annual Conference on i.t.a.
K. An up-to-date booklist containing the hooks and materials

published in i.t.a. by all publishers.
9. A full library of all publications in i.l.a. at the Foundation

Offices.

10. A Transliteration service into i.t.a.
I I. A free information and advisory service on all aspects of
12. The formation of a research library covering all aspects of

i.t.a. and all publications in and about i.t.a.

-I he sta1T of the Foundation are always glad to be of help. If you
swish to know more lbout i.t.a. or if you have an enquiry or a
problem connected With i.t.a. on which you could isish disinterested
ads icc from them or from others who have had the opportunity of
long study of the novel and, indeed. revolutionary changes vshich
i.t.a. carries in its train, please is rite to the General Secretary at the
address above. If you should prefer to call, you will made most
Welcome.
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